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Ultra-reliable low-latency communication (uRLLC) and enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB) are two major service classes in the
emerging 5G mobile network. uRLLC applications demand a stringent latency and reliability whereas eMBB services necessitate
utmost data rates. The coexistence of uRLLC and eMBB services
on the same radio resource leads to a challenging scheduling problem because of the trade-off among latency, reliability and spectral
efficiency. In this paper, a puncturing scheme based coexistence
approach between uRLLC and eMBB traffic is proposed for the
upcoming 5G mobile networks. Specifically, an optimization problem is formulated with the objective of maximizing the minimum
expected achieved rate of eMBB users in the long run basis while
meeting the uRLLC requirements. To solve this co-scheduling optimization problem, we decomposed it into two sub-problems with
the same objective of the original problem: 1) resource allocation
problem for eMBB users, and 2) resource allocation problem for
uRLLC users. A heuristic algorithm is used for solving the first
sub-problem, whereas the one-sided matching game is used for
solving the second. Simulation results show the advantages of the
proposed approach over other baseline methods in terms of the
minimum achieved rate and fairness among the eMBB users.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the explosive trends of mobile traffic [12], the wireless industries are also experiencing diverse set of emerging applications
and services i.e. high-resolution video streaming, virtual reality
(VR), augmented reality (AR), autonomous cars, smart cities and
factories, smart grids, remote medical diagnosis, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV), artificial intelligence (AI) based personal assistants,
sensing, metering, monitoring etc. The mobile application market
is expected to grow in a cumulative average growth rate (CAGR) of
29.1% in the estimated period 2015 − 2020 [14]. The requirements
of these applications and services are different in terms of energy
efficiency, latency, reliability, data rate etc. For handling these diversified requirements, International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
has already listed 5G services into three prime categories: ultrareliable and low latency communication (uRLLC), massive machinetype communication (mMTC), and enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) [15]. uRLLC traffic requires very high reliability (99.999%)
with extremely low delay (0.25 ∼ 0.30 ms/packet), whereas mMTC
needs high connection density with better energy efficiency, and
eMBB expects gigabit per second level data rates [1].
Generally, eMBB users produce the major portion of wireless
traffic. However, the uRLLC traffic is sporadic in nature and hence,
need to be served instantaneously. To resolve this issue, the simplest
way is to reserve some time/frequency resources for uRLLC transmission, and it is preferable from latency/reliability viewpoints.
However, this may cause under-utilization of radio resources and
hence, requires a dynamic multiplexing of different traffics. Thus,
3GPP has proposed superposition/puncturing framework [1] and
short transmission time interval (short-TTI)/puncturing based technique [2] for dynamic multiplexing of eMBB and uRLLC traffics in
5G cellular system. Short-TTI based approach is easy to implement,
but reduce spectral efficiency due to high control channel overhead.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Mobile networks;
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On the other hand, puncturing based technique lowers the control
channel overhead, but requires efficient mechanism for detecting
and recovering the punctured event and data, respectively. To meet
the latency requirement of uRLLC traffic, two time units namely
slot (1 ms) and mini-slot (0.125 ms) are identified in 5G new radio
(NR) proposal. The scheduling for eMBB traffic is made at the beginning of a slot and remains fixed during the slot. Thus, the uRLLC
traffics are overlapped onto scheduled eMBB transmission at each
mini-slot boundary if they use the same physical resources.
Recently, resource sharing has attracted a lots of attention for
providing quality of experience (QoE) to the users in different areas.
Authors of [7, 8, 10] propose for sharing of unlicensed spectrum
between LTE and WiFi systems whereas the authors of [21] speak
about sharing of resources between LTE-A and NB-IoT. In [5], the
authors propose a solution approach for user association and resource allocation problem jointly in the downlink of the Fog network acknowledging the evergrowing demand of QoS provisions
imposed by the uRLLC and eMBB services. The effective resource
sharing between eMBB and uRLLC are discussed in the works [26]
and [6]. In the work [26], the authors propose a dynamic puncturing of uRLLC traffic inside eMBB traffic for increasing the resource
utilization. They introduce signal space diversity scheme with dynamic puncturing for improving the decoding performance of eMBB
data through component interleaving and rotation modulation. The
authors formulate a joint scheduling between eMBB and uRLLC for
maximizing eMBB users’ utility while satisfying aperiodic uRLLC
demands in the paper [6]. Specifically, they introduce linear, convex and threshold models for measuring throughput loss of eMBB
users in case of superposition/puncturing in [6]. In the paper [17],
the authors investigate the performance of orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) for the
multiplexing of eMBB and uRLLC users in the uplink using a cloud
radio access network (C-RAN) architecture. They study the performance trade-offs between eMBB and uRLLC traffic by applying
information-theoretic arguments. The authors explore the impact
of uRLLC traffic on eMBB transmission for mobile front-haul in [27].
They also introduce some solutions for fulfilling the obligations of
uRLLC services while minimizing the influence on eMBB services.
In the paper [22], the authors try to serve the eMBB users with
high throughput, while assisting uRLLC users within the stringent
constraints. They propose restoration mechanisms for the impacted
eMBB users and recommend efficient multiplexing of both traffics
in case of punctured scheduling. The authors of [23] investigate
the performance of orthogonal and non-orthogonal slicing of radio
resources for provisioning eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC services of
5G. The heterogeneous requirements and characteristics of these
services are incorporated into a communication-theoretic model in
this paper. They unveil that the non-orthogonal slicing has significant performance gain over the orthogonal slicing in case of these
service multiplexing. The work [20] focuses on the system level design for uRLLC traffic which is supported by M/D/m/m queueing
model. They reveal that static partitioning of bandwidth between
eMBB and uRLLC is inefficient and hence, requires a dynamic multiplexing of the traffics in both time and frequency domains. In the
paper [16], the authors present an up-to-date overview of physical
layer challenges concerning uRLLC communications and solution

approach in 5G NR. They emphasize on packet and frame structure, scheduling schemes, and reliability improvement techniques
in [16]. They also touch the coexistence issue of uRLLC with eMBB
in this work. The authors provide a crunchy insight for designing a low-latency and high-reliability 5G wireless network in [11].
Specifically, they explore various enablers of uRLLC, and also their
inherent trade-offs in the cases of delay, reliability, packet size,
network architecture, topology, and uncertainty.
Hence, most of the works in the field focus on system level
design and analysis, and very few of them have concrete coexistence
model between eMBB and uRLLC users. Therefore, we propose
a coexistence mechanism between eMBB and uRLLC users for
enabling 5G wireless networks in this paper. More specifically, the
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We formulate an optimization problem to maximize the minimum expected rate of eMBB users over time.
• We decompose of the problem into two sub-problems: Resource allocation problem of eMBB users, and resource allocation problem of uRLLC users. The first sub-problem is
solved using a heuristic algorithm and the second one is
solved by utilizing matching game.
• We justify the quality of the proposed approach with extensive simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the system model and problem formulation. The solution
to this problem is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
simulation results. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

Our deployment scenario consists of one next generation base
station (gNB), a set of active eMBB users E and a set of uRLLC
users U working in downlink mode, and shown in Fig. 1. gNB has
a set of licensed resource blocks (RBs) K of uniform bandwidth B
for supporting eMBB and uRLLC users. Each time slot, Δ, is divided
into M mini-slots of length δ for providing low latency services. We
consider Ts tradition LTE time slots for eMBB users and represented
by T = {1, 2, · · · ,Ts }. We assume that uRLLC traffics arrive at gNB
in any mini-slot m of time slot t for uRLLC users follows Gaussian
distribution, i.e., U ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ), where μ and σ 2 are the mean and
variance of the distribution, referred to as uRLLC arrival rate, and
payload size of each uRLLC user u ∈ U is Lm,t
(varying from 32
u
to 200 Bytes [3]).
At the beginning of each time slot t, gNB allocates the physical
resources to the eMBB users. If gNB allocates a RB k ∈ K to eMBB
user e ∈ E then the achievable rate of that user is as follows:
r et ,k = ΔB log2 (1 + γet ,k )

(1)
P h2

t
where γet ,k is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and γe,k
= Ne0 Be .
Pe and he are transmission power for and gain of eMBB user
e ∈ E from the gNB, respectively, and N 0 is the noise spectral
density. Generally, eMBB users need more RBs for satisfying its’
high-throughput requirements. Hence, the user e ∈ E can obtain
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approximated by using [25] and shown as follows:

Vu −1 d
m,t
m,t
ru,k = δ [B log2 (1 + γu ) −
Q (εu )]
Nub

uuRLLC user

eMBB user

where γum,t is the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for

u3

u1

e1

h2 P

u u
uRLLC user u ∈ U at mini-slot m of slot t, and γum,t = N B+h
2
0
u Pe
2
with hu Pe represents interference from serving uMBB user e ∈ E.
Here, V represents the channel dispersion and given by Vu =

hu2 Pu
,
N 0 B+hu2 (Pu +P e )

gNB
e2

u2

Signal and data
Interference to eMBB user for serving uRLLC user
Interference to uRLLC user for serving eMBB user

is not affected by any eMBB interference. Thus, γum,t = Nu0 Bu and
hu2 Pu
V = N B+h
. If an uRLLC user needs multiple RBs to support its
2
0
u Pu
request, then the achievable rate of that user is as follows:

m,t m,t
rum,t =
βe,k
ru,k
(4)

Mini-slot

eMBB user 3

k ∈K

where β is the resource allocation vector of the gNB for it’s uRLLC
users at mini-slot m of time slot t, and βem,t
= 1 if gNB allocates
,k

u ∈U

eMBB user 1

Frequency

eMBB user 2

RB k for uRLLC user u ∈ U, βem,t
= 0 otherwise.
,k
The serving probability of all the uRLLC users in any mini-slot
m is almost sure, and hence,

P(
ϕum,t < U ) ≤ ϵ, ∀m, t
(5)

Time
Slot t

Slot t-1

k ∈K

Here, the vector ϕ represents the current serving uRLLC users, and
ϕum,t = 1 if gNB serves for uRLLC user u ∈ U in mini-slot m of
time slot t, ϕum,t = 0 otherwise. The payload Lm,t
u of uRLLC user
u ∈ U needs to be transmitted within the stipulated time period δ
if it is served and hence the following condition is satisfied.
ϕum,t Lm,t
≤ δrum,t , ∀u, m, t
u

Figure 2: Illustration of multiplexing of eMBB and uRLLC
traffic

the following rate at time slot t:

t
r et =
α e,k
r et ,k

Nub is the blocklength of uRLLC traffic, and Q is
the complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution function with
probability of decoding error εud . However, this interference of
eMBB user makes the reliability issue of uRLLC traffic vulnerable,
and hence superposition is not a preferred candidate [27]. Therefore, our priority is on puncturing technique for serving uRLLC
users with high reliability. gNB allocates zero power for eMBB
transmission in the punctured mini-slot and hence, uRLLC traffic
h2 P

Figure 1: Illustration of the system model

- Overlapped uRLLC traffic

(3)

(6)

Therefore, (5) and (6) jointly protect the reliability and latency
issues of uRLLC users. Moreover, if gNB punctures uRLLC traffic
within eMBB user e ∈ E at time slot t, then it surely loses some
throughput at this slot. For calculating the throughput-losses occurred to eMBB users, we use linear model as proposed in [6]. Thus,
the amount of throughput-losses for eMBB user e ∈ E is as follows:

 
m,t
r et ,loss =
r et ,k
I(α et ,k = βu,k
).
(7)

(2)

where α is the resource allocation vector of the gNB for it’s eMBB
users at time slot t, and α et ,k = 1 if gNB allocates RB k for eMBB
t = 0 otherwise.
user e ∈ E at time slot t, α e,k
uRLLC traffic can reach at any time (i.e. mini-slot) within time
slot t and needs to be served immediately. Due to the latency requirements and diversity of uRLLC traffic, each one should be served
within a single mini-slot period. Typically, the uRLLC traffic-length
is quite small and hence, Shannon’s asymptotic analysis cannot be
directly applied [17]. If uRLLC traffic overlapped with eMBB traffic,
then the achievable rate in RB k ∈ K for uRLLC user can be well

k ∈K

m ∈M u ∈U

Hence, the actual rate achieved by eMBB user e ∈ E at time slot
t is as follows:
r et ,actual = r et − r et ,loss .

(8)

Now our goal is to maximize the achieved rate of every eMBB
user over the time period while satisfying almost every uRLLC request within their stringent latency constraint. For this purpose, we
use Max-Min fairness policy which provides stable service quality,
increases spectral efficiency and makes eMBB users happier in the
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wireless network. Hence, we formulate an optimization problem as
follows:

max(min(E(
α ,β e ∈E

s.t. P(



|T |


t =1
ϕum,t

u ∈U
m,t m,t
ϕ u Lu



e ∈E

u ∈U
k ∈K



k ∈K

≤

max(min(E(

< U ) ≤ ϵ, ∀m, t
δrum,t , ∀u, m, t

(9e)

m,t
ϕum,t βu,k
≥ 1, ∀u, m, t

(9f)

t
α e,k
≤ |K |, ∀t
m,t
ϕum,t βu,k

u ∈U k ∈K
m,t m,t
, ϕu
α et ,k , βu,k

e ∈E



k ∈K

≤ |K |, ∀m, t

∈ {0, 1}, ∀e, u, k, m, t .

t =1

r et ,actual )))

(10)

α et ,k ≤ 1, ∀k, t

(10a)

t
α e,k
≥ 1, ∀e, t

(10b)

t
α e,k
≤ |K |, ∀t

e ∈ E k ∈K
t
α e,k
∈ {0, 1}, ∀e, k, t .

(10c)
(10d)

Secondly, the resource allocation problem of uRLLC users considering the same objective of (10) with fixed α t , ∀t are shown as
follows:
max(min(E(
β

(9g)

e ∈E

s.t. P(



|T |


r et ,actual )))

t =1
ϕum,t

< U ) ≤ ϵ, ∀m, t

u ∈U
m,t m,t
ϕu Lu ≤ δrum,t , ∀u, m, t

m,t
βu,k
≤ 1, ∀k, m, t
u ∈U

m,t
ϕum,t βu,k
≥ 1, ∀u, m, t
k ∈K
 
m,t
ϕum,t βu,k
≤ |K |, ∀m, t
u ∈U k ∈K
m,t m,t
, ϕu ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u, k, m, t .
βu,k

(9h)
(9i)

Here, the constraints (9a) and (9b) preserve the reliability and
latency requirements of the uRLLC users respectively. The orthogonality of RBs for uMBB and uRLLC users are endured by the constraints (9c) and (9d) respectively. Each served eMBB and uRLLC
user poss at least one RBs and that are represented by the constraints (9e) and (9f) respectively. The constraints (9g) and (9h)
present the limitation of gNB RBs. Every element of α , β and ϕ can
be either 0 or 1 and shown in the constraint (9i) accordingly. The
optimization in (9) is a Combinatorial Programming (CP) problem
with chance constraint, which is NP-hard for its nature and cannot
be solved in real time.

3

|T |


 

(9c)

t
α e,k
≥ 1, ∀e, t

 



(9b)

(9d)

e ∈E k ∈K

e ∈E

(9a)

m,t
βu,k
≤ 1, ∀k, m, t

 

α

(9)

s.t.

t
α e,k
≤ 1, ∀k, t





r et ,actual )))

with suitable technique. The resource allocation problem of the
eMBB users are shown as follows:

3.1

(11)
(11a)
(11b)
(11c)
(11d)
(11e)
(11f)

Heuristic Algorithm based Solution for
Sub-Problem (10)

Since the sub-problem (10) is still NP-hard, and it is computationally expensive to find global optimal solution. Moreover, we have
many eMBB users in reality, time dependency of (10), and a small
amount of time to solve such resource allocation problem. Hence,
we redefine the sub-problem (10) for every time slot t in (12) so that
it can be solved with a heuristic algorithm in a faster and efficient
fashion by sacrificing optimality.

min
Wet (α t ), ∀t,
(12)

SOLUTION APPROACH BY
DECOMPOSITION OF PROBLEM (9)

We assume that gNB has enough traffic for eMBB users, and hence,
uMBB users are scheduled on all available RBs at the beginning of
a time slot and fixed over the slot. When uRLLC traffic arrives at
the gNB (in any mini-slot of current slot), the scheduler aims at
immediately scheduling such traffic with the mini-slot. Thus, the
uRLLC traffic is scheduled on radio resources currently allocated
to eMBB users and an overlapping of uRLLC traffic happens as
shown in Figure 2. Due to the hard latency bindings of uRLLC
traffic, we choose puncturing mechanism to be applied for the
overlapped uRLLC traffic in this paper. Generally, uRLLC traffic
has small payload size and thus, requires a fraction of all RBs for
such traffic. However, the question is of selecting the RBs, which
is currently occupied by eMBB users, are the best to be punctured
keeping the objective of problem (9) in mind. Moreover, due to the
unpredictable nature and latency requirements of uRLLC traffic, we
cannot decide on the fly. Now we want to decompose the problem
in (9) into two sub-problems so that each of them can be solved

α t e ∈E

s.t. (10a), (10b), (10c), (10d)

 t −1

 1  

r et  ,actual + r et
Wet (α t ) = 
t |E | 
e ∈ E t  =1


t −1


1
r et ,actual + r et 
−
t 

(12a)

(12b)

t =1

Now, for solving (12), we propose an heuristic algorithm as
shown in Algorithm 1 for each time slot t ∈ T . In the first time slot,
the Algorithm 1 allocates RBs to the eMBB users equally. However,
the Algorithm 1 considers the impact of RBs allocation of uRLLC
users till t − 1 time slots when it allocates for t th time slot for eMBB
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Here, FU is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of random
variable U . Thus, from constraint (11a), we can rewrite as follows:

Algorithm 1: Heuristic Algorithm at time slot t for Solving
(12)

Pr {д(ϕ, U ) ≤ 0} ≥ ϵ
 

ϕum,t ≤ ϵ
1 − FU

Input: E, K, α t −1, β t −1
Result: α t
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if t == 1 then
|K |
Compute N RB = | E | for each e ∈ E do
for each k = 1 · · · N RB do
t
Update α e,(e−1)∗N
=1
+k

12
13
14
15

FU



u ∈U

βt

s.t.

(14c)

ϕum,t − FU−1 (1 − ϵ) ≥ 0

(14d)



ϕum,t − FU−1 (1 − ϵ) ≥ 0, ∀m

(15a)
(15b)
(15c)



e ∈E

The problem shown in (15) is still difficult to solve in real time.
However, for the fixed value of ϵ, the reliability constraint (15a)

holds by serving a particular number of uRLLC users U ≤ U .
Let the set of these uRLLC users in a particular mini-slot m is



U = {1, 2, ...., U } and ϕum,t = 1, ∀u ∈ U . Fixing δ to the upperbound in (11b), we can find the required RBs for each uRLLC user

u ∈ U in mini-slot m. Now the problem (15) turns into a resource
assignment problem in each mini-slot m, which can be solved efficiently by using the matching framework, which is successfully
used in resource allocation problems [9, 18, 19], namely the house
allocation problem (HAP) [28], [4] considering the objective of optimization (11). HAP provides a suboptimal solution with less complexity. The house allocation problem is a one-sided matching represented by a tuple (A, H, P), where A is the set of agents, H
is comprised of a set of houses, and P represents the preferences

of agents over the houses. In our context, U are the agents, E

correspond to the houses, and U have preferences over E. The
gNB is assumed to have full knowledge on their eMBB and uRLLC
users. In this matching model, if gNB allocates RB(s) to uRLLC user

u ∈ U that is already hold by eMBB user e ∈ E, then uRLLC user
u is said to be matched with eMBB user e and form a matching pair

(u, e). Thus, a matching is an assignment of uRLLC users in U to
eMBB users E, which can be defined as follows:

We can see from (11) that the sub-problem is difficult to solve using
the typical optimization solvers due to the appearance of chance
constraint and also combinatorial nature of β. To solve the subproblem (11), we need to convert the chance constraint (11a) into

deterministic one. For that, let д(ϕ, U ) = u ∈U ϕum,t − U , U ∈ R
2
and U ∼ N (μ, σ ), ∀m, t. Hence,
 
u ∈U

 

u ∈U

ϕum,t − U ≤ 0
ϕum,t ≤ U

 




ϕum,t ≥ FU−1 1 − ϵ

(11b), (11c), (11d), (11e), (11f ), ∀u, m


 1  t

r 
− r et ,loss , ∀e
Vet (α t , β t ) = 
,loss
e
|E |

One-Sided Matching based Solution for
Sub-Problem (11)

=1 − Pr

(14b)

e ∈E

u ∈U

users. That means, the Algorithm 1 envisages the expected actual
achieved rates of the eMBB users till t − 1 time slots.

=Pr


ϕum,t ≥ 1 − ϵ

Here, (14d) is the deterministic equivalent of (11a). Now, rewrite
the sub-problem (11) for each of the mini-slot m of time slot t ∈ T
as follows:

min
Vet (α t , β t ), ∀t
(15)

end
t
Set loc = loc + N RB
end
end

Pr {д(ϕ, U ) ≤ 0} =Pr

u ∈U

u ∈U

do
e =  2∗AvдE −Avдe
Calculate N RB
· |K | for each
e  ∈E (2∗AvдE −Avдe )
e do
k = 1 · · · N RB
t
Update α e,loc+k
=1

3.2

 



end
end
end
else
−1
Compute r et ,actual
for all e ∈ E by using (8) Update
loc = 0 Compute

t −1 t 
1
Avд E = | E | ·(t
−1) e ∈ E t  =1 r e ,actual Compute
1 t −1 r t 
Avдe = (t −1)
t  =1 e ,actual , ∀e ∈ E for each e ∈ E

11

(14a)

u ∈U

RB

10

(14)

u ∈U

(13)
(13a)



ϕum,t ≥ U


ϕ m,t − μ
U −μ
≤ u ∈U u
=1 − Pr
σ
σ

m,t
ϕu )
=1 − FU (

Definition 3.1. A matching Ω between U and E is a mapping


from the set U ∪ E to the set of all subsets of U ∪ E such that


for every u ∈ U and every e ∈ E: (i) Ω(u) ∈ E and Ω(e) ∈ U , (ii)
|Ω(u)| = 1, (iii) |Ω(e)| ≥ 0, (iv) u ∈ Ω(e) if and only if e ∈ Ω(u), and
(v) u gets at least qu RBs from the matching Ω.

(13b)
(13c)



(13d)

The value of qu is not predefined for each u ∈ U , rather gNB determines it dynamically based on latency requirement and payload

u ∈U
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Table 1: Value of the principal simulation parameters

Algorithm 2: One-Sided Matching-Based Resource Allocation for uRLLC users in mini-slot m of time slot t


Input: E, U , α t
Result: Ω
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24



for each u ∈ U do
gNB makes preference list Pum,t over E based on (16)
end
Update Esor t by sorting eMBB users of E depending on the
expected achieved rate in descending order ;
for each e ∈ Esor t do

Update qe = |U | div |E |
end

Update qr em = |U | mod |E | ;
if qr em > 0 then
for e = 1, 2, · · · , qr em do
Update qe = qe + 1
end
end
while there is proposal from uRLLC users and quota available
for eMBB users do

gNB, on behalf of each u ∈ U , proposes to the first
m,t
eMBB user of Pu ;
for each e ∈ E do
if The number of proposals ≤ qe then
eMBB user e ∈ E holds all the proposals
temporarily and gNB prohibits further proposal
from that uRLLC users
end
else
eMBB user e ∈ E holds qe proposals and gNB
prohibits further proposal from that uRLLC
users, rejects rest of the proposals and remove
e from Pum,t
end
end
end
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Figure 3: Comparison of MEAR of eMBB users with σ = 5
along with L = 32 bytes
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So, each uRLLC user u ∈ U has its preference list Pum,t depending
on the expected actual achievable rate that it gets from (16) till the
previous mini-slot by sorting in descending order. In the original
house allocation problem, one agent is allocated to only one house
but in our problem, multiple uRLLC users can be assigned to one

eMBB user. Based on the preference Pum,t , ∀u ∈ U , a one-sided

matching-based resource allocation process for the uRLLC users U
is shown in Algorithm 2. The output Ω of Algorithm 2 can be transformed to a feasible allocation vector β t of problem (15) for the gNB.

size. Definition 3.1 states that an uRLLC user u can only be matched
with one eMBB user from E while one eMBB user e can be matched

with multiple uRLLC users of U . For allocating RBs to the uRLLC


users U , each u ∈ U requires specifying its preferences over the
eMBB users in mini-slot m of time slot t ∈ T as follows:
Pum,t = E


t −1


t =1



r et ,actual +

m−1



m =1



r em,actual , ∀e ∈ E

(16)



Each uRLLC user u ∈ U can define its preference relation Pum,t
over the set of users E in any mini-slot m of time slot t ∈ T such
that for any two eMBB users e, e  ∈ E, e  e  and two matching

4

SIMULATION RESULTS

We verify the performance of the system based on minimum expected achieved rate (MEAR) and fairness among eMBB users. To
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Figure 4: Comparison of fairness scores for σ = 5 and L = 32
bytes
Figure 5: Comparison of average MEAR with varying value
of σ and L = 32 bytes
measure the system fairness, we use Jain’s fairness index [24]. gNB
is located in the center of an area of radius 200 m and eMBB users
are distributed randomly in the coverage area of the gNB. gNB
operates on 10 MHz licensed band and we assume that each uRLLC
user requires single RB for it’s operation. Moreover, gNB uses free
space propagation path-loss model with Rayleigh fading for eMBB
users. The major simulation parameters for the gNB are shown in
Table 1. We compare the performance of the proposed coexistence
scheme with random scheduler (RS) (uRLLC users are served by
picking RBs randomly from eMBB users), equally distributed scheduler (EDS) (uRLLC users are served by equally picking RBs from
the eMBB users) and multi-user preemptive scheduler (MUPS)[13]
mechanism after taking 1000 runs for all the methods.
Figure 3 shows empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
of the minimum achieved rate of eMBB users for 1000 runs among
different methods with σ = 5. Figure 3 shows that the ECDF of the
minimum achieved rate of eMBB users resulting from the proposed
method is superior to those of the other baseline methods. Moreover,that the proposed, RS, EDS, and MUPS give MEAR value of
at least 17.50 Mbps with probability 0.937, 0.565, 0.535, and 0.11,
respectively.
In Figure 4, we present a comparison of fairness scores of eMBB
users for different methods. Figure 4 shows that the fairness scores
resulting from the proposed method for eMBB users is better than
that of all other methods. Figure 4 shows that the medians of these
fairness scores are 0.9977, 0.9897, 0.9897, and 0.9789 for the Proposed, RS, EDS, and MUPS methods, respectively. Moreover, these
scores of the Proposed method is 0.80%, 0.80%, and 1.88% fairer
than the RS, EDS, and MUPS methods, respectively.
In Figure 5, we present a comparison of the MEAR of eMBB users
on average for different methods with increasing number of uRLLC
request (varying by σ value). Figure 5 shows that the MEAR of
eMBB users resulting from the proposed method outperforms that
of all other methods for all cases. We also reveal from the Figure 5
that the MEAR decreases with an increasing value of σ due to the
demand of additional RBs of extra uRLLC users. Specifically, the

average MEAR value of the proposed method is 10.20%, 10.87%, and
18.55% higher than those of RS, EDS, and MUPS, respectively, for
σ = 1, whereas these values are 15.22%, 16.43%, and 70.20% superior
than those of the same corresponding methods, respectively, for
σ = 10.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a novel method that allows uRLLC
and eMBB users to coexist in the same radio resource for 5G wireless
networks. We formulated the problem as maximizing the minimum
expected achieved rate of the eMBB users while meeting the uRLLC
requirements and solved it using a decomposition approach. We
have solved the resource allocation sub-problem of eMBB users
with a heuristic algorithm for each time slot, whereas the resource
allocation problem of uRLLC users is solved via a one-sided matching game. Simulation results show that the proposed approach
provides a better minimum expected achieved rate and fairness for
eMBB users compared with the other methods.
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